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HSDL Portal Vision
 Provide 24/7 access to high quality and relevant information 
to researchers, scholars, practitioners and decision-makers 
dealing with homeland security.
 Create a central repository of web-enabled documents, 
articles, government publications, state and municipal 
planning documents, grey literature, multimedia materials 
and contact information of subject matter experts in the 
various related fields.
 Provide tools and services to facilitate effective research and 
collaboration in the area of homeland security.
“Securing the Homeland Through the Power of 
Information”
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HSDL Portal Mission
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Why a digital 
library?
 Lots of information out 
there
 Redundancy
 Difficult to keep track of 
what’s new
 Not well organized or 
described
 Time consuming to weed 
out authoritative 
information using a 




Tracking dynamic information on the web
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Why a digital library 
(2)?
 Current digital documents 
permanently archived
 Share documents over 
distance
 One central repository 
devoted to this topic
Archiving & preserving the current debate
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Our Users
 NPS personnel [instruction & 
research] 
 METs [executive education]
 Federal, state and local agencies
 First responders
 Public
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 Historical and current debate
 Policies
 Decisions and issues
 Technical and scientific information
 Tools to help the first responder 
 Primary emphasis
 Support the NPS Homeland Security curriculum
 Support NPS research 
 Support the Mobile Education Teams [METS]
 Support the certification program 
 Secondary emphasis 
 Government agencies [federal, state and local]
 First responders
 Public






 Commercial data sources
 Agency data sources
 Dynamic content
 Newsfeeds
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Content Coverage
 Government documents [federal, 
state and local] 
 Policies and procedures
 Research studies





 Public repository materials
 Legislative materials
 Agency data sources
 State and local plans
 Journal articles
 Internet sites
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Content Format
 Format [preference toward standard 
formats]
 Text [pdf, txt, rft, word, web hypertext]
 Multimedia [ppt, audio, video]
 Images [jpg, gif, tiff, bmp]
 Data files [excel, MS access]




 Vulnerability to data 
gathering technology
 Inadvertent disclosure of 









 Level of access





 Major agencies/sources covered
 Eliminate duplication
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Collection Methods















 Faculty & students
 Weblogs
 Spiders
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Newsletters
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Tracking Services




















ty Satellite Communications 
for Coast Guard 
Homeland 
Defense





The Role of the 
Army National 









to Provide for 



































Mining for Fraud 
Detection
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Storage
Now that we have 
collected the information 
-- what do we do with it?
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Scout Portal Toolkit
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SPT Data Entry 
Form
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SPT – Search Results
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SPT – Search Results
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Taxonomy
 What is it?
 Why do we need one?
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Purpose of a Taxonomy
 Acts as a communication layer between 
users and information resources
 Facilitates user navigation
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Purpose of a Taxonomy (2)
 Models specific subject domains
 Defines scope of a domain
 Communicates relationships between 
concepts
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Purpose of a Taxonomy (3)
 Provides structure and consistency
 Saves time and effort in information 
seeking
 Creates a bridge between disparate 
information resources
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Purpose of the HS 
Taxonomy
 Required by the Homeland Security 
Digital Library to:
 Define the scope
 Index resources collected
 Categorize search results
 Enable users to navigate the HSDL portal






 Identify tools & selection criteria
 Select, install & implement
 Challenges
 Staffing




























Applying the HS 
taxonomy
RSS feeds
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Taxonomy Visualization
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Challenges





 Bureaucracy, esp. in procurement
 Staffing & communication
 Logistics & equipment
 Campus IT infrastructure & support
 Funding, balancing requirements
 Maintenance & quality control
 Management




 Getting a handle on user requirements





 Aggregation of data & information security
 Rights management 
 Content management
 Keep them coming back!
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Lessons Learned




 Focus on user requirements, not technology
 Build on small successes, nail milestones
 Learn from others
 Have a well defined plan
 Expect  changes & adjust as you go
 Expect to make mistakes, have 
contingencies
 Leverage existing resources
 Be creative!




 Stick to the plan
 Include a change process plan
 Manage expectations & mission creep
 People management
 Keep tabs on staffing issues
 Build an effective team
 Deal with personnel issues immediately
 Develop clear expectations/deliverables




 Deal with communication issues immediately
 Pay attention to documentation
 Time/task management
 Balance priorities
 Distribute workload accordingly
 Coordination with others
 Determine impact of external requirements
 Balance effort with value to mission
 Determine what resources are needed
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SIRSI Rooms Software 
2003
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Topic “Room”
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Course “Room” 
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Metasearch w/ Commercial 
Content
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Current U Portal Entrance
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Current Inside View
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Current View (2)
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Weblog – “On the 
Homefront”
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Policy Documents
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Events Calendar






top level of 
the topics 
facet of the 
HSDL 
taxonomy
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Sub-Topic Area
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Current Metasearch 
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Current Course Area
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Course Readings
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Course Readings (2)
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Course “Key Documents”
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Entry Page
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Browse Topics – Top Level
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Browse Topics – Level 3
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Search
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Advanced Search
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Search Results - 
Categorized
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Brief Record
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Brief Record - Copyright
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Browse Courses
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Course – Related 
Documents
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Course Readings
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Course Readings (2)
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Ask A Librarian
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